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Abstract - Query languages for multiple sensor data
sources require a technique that allows fusion of the dif-
ferent types of sensor data that may be part of the queries.
A method that generally can carry out the fusion process
must therefore be developed. Such a process must be able
to collect, transform and organize the information subject
to fusion. It is of great importance that the uncertainties in
the information are possible to deal with. Besides this the
applied data fusion method should be replaceable. This
paper describes a fusion process designed for the query
languageΣQL.

Keywords: query language, multiple data sources,
qualitative spatial reasoning, data fusion

1 Introduction

Query languages are generally developed for various
types of applications as a tool for selection, aggregation
and composition of large amounts of data stored in vari-
ous databases. Originally, these data were of administra-
tive type and only recently multi dimensional data such as
e.g. geographical information has come into usage.
Another area with a new born interest in query languages
is applications for multiple data sources where the infor-
mation generally is coming from sensors of various types
and where sensor data fusion is required. Applications
dealing with such data will obviously become very com-
plicated and will generally have to deal with problems of
spatial/temporal type. An obvious problem that must be
focused on in connection to this will be to integrate means
for fusion of information where the association problem
will become a problem, which must be taken seriously.
Another problem of concern is the uncertainties that can
be associated to the sensor data. When approaching the
datafusion problem and its integration in a query language
there is a demand for a well structured solution that must
be general enough to work smoothly for a large number of
different query types. This work is focusing on the prob-
lem of fusing information collected from sensors to sup-
port a query language engaged in answering queries
applied to information from multiple data sources.

Data fusion of information from multiple sensor dat
sources for query languages has so far not been subjec
much research. Most efforts have just been focusing
single sensors, e.g. for development of query languag
for video data applied to multi-media applications, see f
instance [1]. Such query languages are clearly less co
plex since they do not require any means for data fusio
The work described here is a consequence of needs
has arisen from the development of a query langua
calledΣQL [2], [8]. The language is designed for multiple
data sources where means for data fusion is a necessi

2 Problem and motivation

The work described in this paper is concerned with th
process on how to fuse information as a part of queri
applied to multiple sensor data sources. The goal of t
work has consequently been to develop a general te
nique that can be used to carry out thefusion processin
the query answering system. The data fusion method t
will be applied in this work will be related to a method
described by Parker [14]. The method is based on a vot
technique that is quite general and can be applied to n
just sensor data fusion but to fusion of other informatio
types as well. It gives quit good results and according
Parker the method, when applied to object recognitio
the recognition rate turns out to be as high as 99.6
However, this method isreplaceableand later on other
methods may come into play. The voting fusion method
chosen because it is simple to implement, demonstrate
high degree of generality and will fit well into the environ
ment of concern in this work. Other approaches to votin
fusion exist as well and an example on this is given b
Klein [15].

3 ΣQL

The spatial query language,ΣQL uses heterogeneous
input data from various types of sensors. Sensor data a
transformed into a unified spatial/temporal information
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structure, that can be used for reasoning on a high abstrac-
tion level, by means of various operators used to build up
the queries. Input data to the operators are represented in
this unified structure. The formation is generally provided
to ΣQL in continuous streams of data that correspond to
abstract (symbolic) information of spatial/temporal/logic
type. Operations for consistency checking and informa-
tion fusion must be   available, so that the symbolic infor-
mation can be used as input to the queries. Queries in
ΣQL are basically made up by sequences of the spatial/
temporal operators, calledσ-operators, which easily can
be translated intoΣQL-syntax.ΣQL is a natural extension
of SQL and allows the specification of spatial/temporal
queries that can operate on data from multiple heteroge-
neous data sources transformed into the unified informa-
tion structure on high abstraction level, which eliminates
the need to write different queries for the various available
data sources.

Symbolic Projection[9] is a qualitative spatial data struc-
ture which together with some other qualitative structures
[4] are used inΣQL as the basic symbolic and unified data
structure. Symbolic Projection was originally proposed by
Chang et al. [3] for iconic indexing. In this method, space
is represented by a set of strings. Each string is a one-di-
mensional formal description of space, including all exist-
ing objects, and their relative positions viewed along the
corresponding coordinate axis in a symbolic form. This
representation is qualitative as it corresponds to sequences
of projected objects and their relative positions. A simple
example of theFundamental Symbolic Projectionis given
in figure 1a, where the U-string corresponds to the projec-
tions along the x-axis and the V-string corresponds to the
projections along the y-axis. Object A is to the left of the
objects B and C, which both have the same x coordinates.
The U-string thus becomes A < C = B, and the V-string is
obtained in an equivalent fashion. Figure 1b illustrates an
alternative projection method called theInterval Projec-
tion method [9], where instead the end-points of the ob-
jects are encoded in the projection strings. Thus, the pair
(U, V) of projection strings symbolically describes a given
image with respect to the identified objects, including the
relative positions of the objects and their interrelation-
ships. The different variations of Symbolic Projections are
more completely described in [9].

Symbolic Projection is used inΣQL as a means for ex-
pressing objects and spatial relations extracted by a spatial
query. However, there is also the dual form in which que-
ries are expressed asσ-queries made up by sequences ofσ-
operators[8]. Aσ-operator, when applied to a data source,
simply corresponds to aselectfunction whose result corre-
sponds to an arbitrary projection string. Theσ−operator in-
dicates that the selection is made according to the
information-lossless default clustering mechanism. To se-
lect the x-axis,σx = σx(x1,..., xn) is applied to the search
space and with this notation it is simple to show that (σx,
σy) is exactly the same as the pair of symbolic projection
strings in (U,V). Basically,ΣQL is intended for queries
generating results of the following types:

- object classification,
- object attributes,
- locations/positions of objects,
- events (when did a certain event occur),
- moving patterns (change in position, tracks etc.),
- object relations,
- object orientations.

Figure 1: The original approach to Symbolic Projection
including the projection strings (a) and the same scen

applied to interval projections (b).

To accomplish the various operations, the space need
be split up into customary sub-spaces, which the query la
guage can deal with. Such a sub-space is called a clus
A cluster is consequently a subset of the space spanned
by the various dimensions of the information univers
present in the system.

For the image (im1) in Figure 1a, where the projection
method corresponds to the Fundamental Symbolic Proj
tion the result of the application of theσx-operator be-
comes:

and the corresponding projections in the y-direction b
comes:

It is possible to refine theσ-query further by extending the
σ-operator sequence with a set of specialσ-operators. In
such a query it is, for instance, possible to ask for object r
lations such as “which is the direction of object B relativ
A”, which yields the result that “B is at the upper right o
A” or “B is to the north-east of A”. Theσ-query corre-
sponding to this query will look like:

σdirection(N_E)(σx, σy)im1

In terms ofΣQL the above query may be expressed as:

SELECT direction
CLUSTER (* ALIAS D(ANY_0, ANY_1))
FROM SELECT x, y

CLUSTER *
FROM im1

WHERE (N-E ANY_0 ANY_1)

The WHERE-clause determines the actual relationsh

A

B

C

u: A < C = B
v: A = C < B

A

B

C

As Ae Bs Be
Cs Ce

Bs

Be

Ce
Cs

Ae
As

u:As< Ae < BsCs < BeCe
v:AsCs < AeCe < Bs < Be

(a) (b)

σxim1 σx x1 x2,〈 〉 im1 u: A < B=C〈 〉= =

σyim1 σy y1 y2,〈 〉 im1 u: A = C < B〈 〉= =
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D(ANY_0, ANY_1), that is the pattern indicating a rela-
tionship of binary type or more specifically the ‘direction’
between pairs of objects. The * corresponds to a default
clustering along the x and y coordinates. Observe that the
existence of other object pairs with the same relationship
will be determined as well.

Both input and output to and from theσ-operators are gen-
erally represented as single or multiple symbolic strings.
This is also true for the object relation queries defined in
[2], e.g. for directions, as shown above.

4 The orientation grid

The association problem basically originates from the
area of data fusion [5]. The problem can simply be stated
as how to determine whether multiple object observations,
from one or more sensors, correspond to the same object.
Normally, this problem occurs when an observed object
only can be determined with respect to its class. The prob-
lem is further complicated by the fact that the observa-
tions quite often are made more or less at random points
in time and for that reason there may neither be an obvi-
ous nor a simple solution to the problem. Various probabi-
listic methods have been used to overcome this problem,
e.g. Bayesian networks [10] and Dempster-Shafer [11]
which both can be used to support fusion of object infor-
mation. Any solution to this problem requires, however, a
set of probabilities or belief values, which must be auto-
matically generated. This is a particular problem in query
languages where they must be automatically generated for
a large set of query types and where the goal of course is
to accomplish a general solution.

In e.g. video sequences the association problem normally
can be solved quite simply when the object instances
overlap although this requires a lot of computational
power especially when this should be solved in real time
and if every video frame has to be analyzed. For discrete
observations probabilistic methods are again required.

For discrete observations a new scheme for probabilistic
judgement of the object observations must be determined.
The structure proposed here is similar to a structure called
an orientation grid suggested by Freksa[6], intended for
spatial representation through intuition. The orientation
grid is a qualitative (coarse) structure that partitions space
into a set of segments that indicates possible future posi-
tions of moving entities. Freksa’s grid includes 15 differ-
ent segments, including some points and line segments.
The approach is mainly concerned with cognitive aspects
of space. Another structure of similar type is presented in
[7] by Shearer et al. who are using a structure with 17 grid
segments in the most complex case and 9 in the simplest.
Both cases include a stand still position as well. Grids of
this type are useful in the problem stated here although the
entities of concern in this work will have different charac-
teristics and different behavior and therefore require a dif-
ferent segmentation. In fact, the internal structure of an
orientation grid depends on the characteristics of the stud-

ied entities. A further grid type was also introduced and
discussed in [12]. Here, another type concerned with
ground going vehicles is suggested, see figure 2 where
there are six segments in the grid. The general purpose
the grid is to investigate whether two observations mad
at different times correspond to the same object. The
assumption here is that the most probable alternative is
that the object precedes in a straightforward direction. It
also more probable that it will make a turn than drive
backwards. Since there is always a limit to how far an
object can travel during a certain period in time the limi
of that distance is also indicated. The motivation for this
type of orientation grid is that it must be adapted to the
behavior of the vehicle in focus. The shape of the orien
tion grid may not always be rectangular but Symbolic
Projection does not support any other shapes. Therefo
the probabilities can be ordered in the following sequen
tial order:

p(1) > p(2)=p(3)> p(4)=p(5)> p(6)

where p(i) is the probability that the latest observation,
segment i, can be associated to the observation in the m
dle of the grid given that the position of the vehicle is seg
ment i. The list is called the qualitative probability
ranking list and the probabilities can be given qualitative
values as shown in figurer 2, i.e. h(igh), m(edium), l(ow
and v(ery) l(ow). These qualitative probability values ar
not necessarily absolute but rather relative to each othe

Figure 2: . The orientation grid for determination of
qualitative positional probabilities.

Figure 3: . The orientation grid and the directional
probabilities in each segment.

To support determination of the qualitative probability o
a certain object direction the information in the informa
tion grid can be extended as illustrated in figure 3. Th
extension can be interpreted as below in section 5.
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5 The fusion process

The orientation grid was introduced as a tool for determi-
nation of the qualitative probabilities needed to conclude
whether a set of object observations can be associated to
each other. These measures can serve as pieces of evi-
dence in the fusion process that should take place in the
query language. However, this is by no means sufficient
since it may not give enough evidence for the full hypoth-
esis that a set of observations corresponds to the same
object. Therefore further evidence is required as well as a
scheme that supports the process in full. Consequently, a
fusion scheme that from the available evidences will make
it possible to conclude whether the different object obser-
vations can be associated to each other, need be designed.
An approach to this problem will be presented and dis-
cussed subsequently.

For certain sensors the objects can only be determined
with respect to their type but not necessarily with respect
to their identity. For this reason, a formalism that
describes the objects and that efficiently permit classifica-
tion in a matching process is required. An example of
qualitative approach to this problem can be found in [4].
Such a matching process should display a result that
includes not only the object type but a normalized belief
value,nbv,associated to the observed object type. A num-
ber of attributes can be associated to the observations
where the actual types of attributes depend on the actual
sensor types. Among the most important attributes are, for
instance, orientation, type and position. Others are direc-
tion of motion as well as speed and acceleration. Most
attributes, such as position and orientation, may be deter-
mined either in quantitative or in qualitative terms. In
ΣQL reasoning is generally performed on qualitative
information, basically represented in terms of Symbolic
Projection. For this reason it is an advantage to use quali-
tative input to the fusion process as well.

The following probabilities are normally required in the
fusion process:

The probability P(A=B) is the probability that object
observation A is the same as object observation B.

P(A=B | posB) is the probability that the observations A
and B can be associated to each other given the position of
B relative the position of observation A, see figure 2.
P(A=B | posB) can take a value from the set {h, m, l, vl}.

P(A=B | dirB , posB) is the probability associating the
observations A and B to each other given the position of B
and its direction relative the position of A, see figure 3.
P(A=B | dirB , posB) can take a value from the set {h, m,
l}.

Besides these two spatial attributes there are also other
types of attributes that may have normalized belief values
associated to them see e.g. [4].

Given some spatial attributes like the above and the
probabilities or normalized belief values the basic mea
to carry out the fusion process are available, as in table
This information will generally form the basis to complet
the fusion process since the attributes and their probab
ties or belief values correspond to information obtaine
from the sensors by means of the queries. However,
result of this process must clearly be represented in
structure that efficiently supports the fusion of the inpu
data. The structure proposed for completion of the fusi
process is to a high degree related to a scheme propo
by Chong et al. [13]. The structure is here called a fusio
scheme. A main difference between the two schemes
besides the difference in terminology that the fusio
approach applied here will be based on a voting tec
nique. Another difference between the two schemes is t
the one used by Chong et al. is merely concerned w
determination of tracks of objects, i.e. both the tracks re
istered by individual sensors and tracks from the fusio
process which they call a system track. In this work, th
scheme is concerned with all information that relates
the objects, i.e. including behavior and attributes, whic
can be subject to the queries.

Generally, all sensor information is acquired and stored
instance descriptions and eventually forwarded into t
fusion composition table (FCT) which serves as input
the fusion program. FCT is organized as a set of pag
one for each observation. These pages are calledobject
instance pages (OIP).It may even be convenient in
some applications to represent these pages in terms
HTML code since that way it may be possible to carry ou
the fusion process in a distributed environment and rep
sent the result in the same way. It may even be custom
to put the queries and get the answers in page orien
approach. The fusion process can now be described a
process where information is acquired from a set of se
sors and fed into the queries. Query execution corr
sponds, in principle, to a process where a mu
dimensional space through projection is reduced to mu
lower dimensionality i.e. the clusters. In the extreme
cluster may correspond to a single object instance, i.e
sub-query result which together with its belief value ar
fed into the FCT. Eventually data fusion is carried out b
the φ-operator, which is defined inΣQL. The scheme is
automatically created by the system. The structure of t
scheme may vary depending on the type of sensor inf
mation that is under consideration, e.g. image sequen
from a video generate sequences of pages while for sin
images just a single page is generated, see 4 and 5.

Table 1: . Example of basic spatial attributes and their
probabilities/belief values with their qualitative value set

The fusion process proceeds all trough the execution o
the query feeding the FCT and eventually, as a response
a proposition, determined by the query interpreter fuse th
information in the FCT. Since the object instance pages

Position P(A=B | posB)

 Direction P(A=B | dirB , posB)

value set

Type nbv

{l, m, h}

attribute probability/beleif val

{vl, l, m, h}

{l, m, h}
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the FCT contains the actual attribute values and their cor-
responding qualitative belief/probability values it is sim-
ple for theφ-operator to answer propositions like: “are all
the observations in the FCT corresponding to the same
object”. Clearly, the result of the fusion process will tell
which observations that can be associated to each other,
although the result, to some degree, exhibits a qualitative
uncertainty, which must be evaluated by the user in the
decision process.

Figure 4: . The flow of the data fusion process for two
single instance sensors.

The voting fusion method that corresponds to the proposed
fusion method is applied to the FCT under consideration of
the actual proposition. This is not an activity that should
end up with result of yes/no type since it may be difficult
to discriminate between the various alternatives of the re-
sult of the voting process in a satisfactory way. The alter-
natives should instead be more manifold e.g. the
alternatives for each object combination with respect to the
qualitative belief/probability values for the various at-
tributes and the given proposition may correspond to the
following the qualitative value set {h(igh belief), m(edium
belief), l(ow belief)}. Consequently, in the voting process
the degree of belief for a certain alternative has to be deter-
mined with respect to the proposition. In practice this
means that a score need be given to the actual voting alter-

native of FCT, which may be 3 for a high belief etc. Even
tually, the votes given for a certain attribute alternative a
added up and a total score is available for each alternat
The alternative with the highest score is considered t
most probably and the remaining alternatives follow wit
respect to their rank. The scores may also be normalized
that the result can be presented to the user either directly
as a qualitative value such as high, medium or low, whic
probably is more desirable.

Figure 5: . The flow of the data fusion process for two
sensors with multiple instances.

6 A simple illustration

A query demonstrating the usage ofΣQL and where the
sensor sources are video and laser-radar can be formula
given the input information from the laser-radar, figure 6
and the video camera, figure 7. The query can be based
the observation that it is simpler to determine whether
vehicle existing in a video frame is moving once it can b
predicted that there is a vehicle present. In other words
laser-radar can be used as an index to the video. In this w
most of the computational efforts can be avoided especi
ly since the vehicles can be found in almost real time in
laser-radar image, which has been shown by Jungert e
[4]. However, in the laser-radar used here, it cannot be d
termined whether a vehicle found in a laser-radar image
moving. However, once a vehicle has been found in a
ser-radar image, it is quite simple to determine whether
is moving by just analyzing a small set of video frame
from a small time interval. This is possible to accomplis

Measurementssensor1

t1

Instance descsensor1

Fusion composition table

Instance descrsensor2

Measurementssensor2

position
 P(Ai-1=Ai|posAi)
 direction
 P(Ai-1=Ai|posAi,
dirAi)
 type
 nbvtype

Object instance pages

position
 P(An-1=An|posAn)
 direction
 P(An-1=An|posAn,
dirAn)
 type
 nbvtype

t0

A0

φ

result of
the fusion
process

t0 t2 t6 t8

t9

t4

A0 A1 A2 A3 A4

B4

t1 t5 t7t3

B0 B1 B2 B3

φ
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since the location of the vehicle at a certain time is known
from the laser-radar information, which is illustrated in the
figures 6 and 7. Both figures illustrate a situation where a
car is first about to enter a parking lot with parked cars and
at a later position the moving car has entered the parking
lot. Given this data the query can now be formulated as fol-
lows:

Is there any moving vehicles in the area of interest.

This query is logically split into two parts, one that is look-
ing for the vehicles in the laser-radar image and another
that looks for the vehicles in the video frames in the same
time interval as the laser-radar image. The results of these
two sub-queries are fused by applying the fusion operator
φxyt

merge-andwhich will include the fusion procedure with
the voting scheme. The query demonstrating the problem
can thus be expressed in terms ofσ-operators as:

φtype,position,direction
(σmotion(moving)σtype(vehicle)
σxy(*)
σt(T)T mod 10 = 0 and T>t1 and T <t2
σmedia_sources (video)media_sources
σtype (vehicle) σxyz(*)
σt(T) T>t1 and T<t2
σmedia_sources(laser_radar) media_sources)

Figure 6:  A laser radar image of a parking lot with a
moving car (encircled).

In this query it is assumed that it is reasonable to just pick
out each tenth video frame for analysis. However, it is
quite possible that the query will work well even for larger
gaps between the frames. The main problem is to keep
track of the coordinates, which require knowledge about
speed and altitude of the platform. A GPS system is prob-
ably also required. This is a problem for the video while
the laser-radar has a built-in GPS system and is therefore
simpler to deal with from this perspective.

Theφ-operator will perform the fusion process during the
execution of the query. Information that will take part in
the fusion process of the query given here can be seen in
table 2. Each vehicle that is found in any of the images is
during the query subject to determination of these
attributes and their probability/belief values. Fusion is
then completed with respect to all possible combinations
of the vehicles. The proposition to take place in the fusion
process for this query can thus be formulated as:can
observation A be associated to observation B.

Figure 7:  Two video frames showing a moving white
vehicle (encircled) while entering a parking lot

A simplified description of the situation in figures 6 and 7
is viewed in figure 8, where just one of the parked cars
left i.e. the one to the right. The arrows or rather all the
combinations taken in sequence correspond to all possi
combinations that will be subject to fusion. Consequentl
there are 8 alternatives to discriminate between and all
with respect to probabilities/nbvs given in table 2.
Observe that the since the cars are given with their coor
nates determined from a GPS system it is a simple task
sort out the parked cars from the problem given here.

Table 2: The information acquired from the different
sensors to be used in the voting fusion process.

sensor
type

type
of

attrib
ute

probability/nbv
value
set

laser-
radar

type nbvtype∈{h, m,l} 1 .. 3

posi-
tion

P(A=B | posB)∈
{h, m, l, vl}

1 .. 4

direc-
tion

P(A=B | dirB |
posB)∈{h, m, l}

1 .. 3

video type nbvtype∈{h, m,l} 1 .. 3

posi-
tion

P(A=B | posB)∈
{h, m, l, vl}

1 .. 4

direc-
tion

P(A=B | dirB |
posB)∈ {h, m, l}

1 .. 3
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Figure 8: A set of objects observed at different times and
where the arrows indicate the different voting situations in

a simplification of figures 6 and 7.

Figure 9: The flow of the data fusion process for the
video/laser-radar example.

7. Conclusions
The work described is concerned with a proposal for a
method on how to carry out data fusion in a spatial query
language for multiple sensor data sources. The fusion
method that will be integrated is based on a voting method
that is replaceable. The proposed information structure is
an information flow structure that will work in parallel
with the queries and allows acquisition and determination
of the information necessary to carry out the data fusion
process. For this reason a structures, for determination of
not only those objects and attributes that are requested by

the query must be determined but also the qualitati
probability/belief values connected to them need be det
mined. The structure proposed for this is an orientatin
grid structure with a resolution that can be adapted to.t
needs of the actual query. Eventually a model required
carry out the fusion process has been designed. T
model is time scale oriented uses a page structure that c
ries the information to be fused.
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